Objective: To compare rule-based data quality (DQ) assessment approaches across multiple national clinical data sharing organizations.
Introduction
Electronic health record (EHR) data offers both providers and researchers an opportunity to improve health-related decision-making and patient outcomes. The Health Information for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act of 2009 created Medicare and Medicaid incentive programs that increased Meaningful Use and adoption of EHRs. 1, 2 As of 2015, more than $29 billion in Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) incentive program payments had been made and more than 500,000 eligible professionals, providers, and hospitals were actively registered in an incentive program. 3 The resulting large-scale deployment of EHRs has increased access to patient information and the amount of data available for secondary use. 4, 5 EHRs are a resource for knowledge discovery and have facilitated significant advancement in clinical practice and research. [6] [7] [8] [9] While the potential usage of these data offers significant promise, the quality of EHR-generated data have long been called into question. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] This is a well-recognized problem; numerous efforts have been made to establish techniques to validate this data source. 12, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] In a review of 35 empirical studies, Chan, Fowles, and Weiner found a substantial lack of agreement regarding which data quality (DQ) dimensions were important to assess. 12 The authors discovered that, of the included studies, "66 percent assessed accuracy, 57 percent completeness, and 23 percent data comparability." 12 A review by Weiskopf et al. of published data quality assessment (DQA) methods for secondary use found that, of the 95 articles examined, there were over 20 unique dimensions used to assess DQ. 19 Finally, a recent review by Chen et al. of DQA methods for assessing public health information systems identified 49 distinct dimensions used when measuring DQ; completeness, accuracy, and timeliness being those most frequently described. 21 While there is a wide variety of DQ dimensions one can choose from when assessing a data source, there are equally as many DQA programs and processes.
The motivation for engaging in DQA may differ depending upon the organization, provider, or researcher. Organizations governed by stakeholder requirements may be obligated to utilize very different tools, reporting methods, and assessment strategies than researchers aiming to answer specific research questions. Examining DQ practices in different organizations may provide invaluable insight into where existing DQA programs have focused their efforts to assess DQ to meet the data use needs of their stakeholders and to help establish a core set of common pragmatic DQA methods. While many organizations engaged in this kind of work have performed and published evaluations of their DQ programs, 11, [22] [23] [24] assessments performed at different DQ programs across organizations are yet to be compared. Two reasons that this type of assessment has not yet been made are the following: (1) the lack of a common DQ terminology that would allow DQ checks implemented and documented in different ways, from different organizations, to be compared in a standardized way; and (2) that many organizations may be unwilling to share details regarding their DQA program information.
Kahn and colleagues developed a harmonized DQA terminology unifying existing terminologies from the biomedical informatics field. 25 This harmonized DQA terminology describes a set of categories that operate within two DQA evaluation contexts, where confirmation of expectations about aspects of the data are based on comparisons to local knowledge, prespecified metadata (verification), or to external benchmarks and gold standards (validation). Within each of these data contexts there are three categories and eight subcategories (referred to as "harmonized DQA categories"): The harmonized DQA terminology encompasses only those DQA categories considered to be "intrinsic" (i.e., dimensions pertaining to the data values themselves) 26 to the data. It does not include extrinsic DQA categories (i.e., dimensions that are dependent on the context in which the data are used) related to the availability or timeliness of data for Meaningful Use or fitness-for-use criteria, nor the role that data categories might play in systems operations or security and privacy.
The current project leveraged the harmonized DQA terminology as a common standard for categorizing a robust sample of DQ checks obtained from organizations with established DQA programs and technologies. To provide a fair comparison of DQA activities at each organization, only those DQ checks within the data verification context were considered. While DQ checks within the data validation context are important, these checks are often less straightforward to define and perform (i.e., often require additional outside data sets or are purely based on graphical comparisons) than DQ checks within the data verification context. The current project aimed to examine the distribution of DQ checks across these organizations that were implemented with disparate methodologies using the harmonized DQA terminology. To ensure a systematic approach when mapping the DQ checks to the harmonized DQA categories, conventions were developed to operationalize each individual category within the data verification context of the harmonized DQA terminology. In addition to these conventions, example DQ checks representative of each harmonized DQA category from each organization were identified (see the table in Appendix A). Using these conventions and example DQ checks, the full set of DQ checks were mapped four times. Any check not able to be clearly mapped was discussed with the research team until a final mapping consensus was reached.
Methods

Participants
Results
As shown in Table 1 , the majority of participating organizations were part of a clinical research network founded within the last 10 years and had governance that focused on the requirements of external stakeholders (e.g., funders). Most of the organizations utilized a distributed network comprising 7-50 network sites with 11,749-660 million patient records. The primary analytical focus ranged from chronic disease surveillance (adult and pediatric), comparative effectiveness and improvement to generalized large-scale analytics. Common data models (CDMs) were used by four of the six organizations.
DQ Check Mapping
Participating organizations provided a total of 11,041 DQ checks of which 11,026 checks mapped to the Data Verification context. In the materials provided by the organizations, there were only 15 checks in the Data Validation context; these were eliminated from the rest of the analysis. Of 11,026 DQ checks, nearly all (99.97 percent) were successfully mapped to at least one of the harmonized DQA categories (Table 2) . Three PHIS DQ checks were unable to be mapped to the harmonized DQA terminology. One of these DQ checks dealt with hospital processes and the other two dealt with quality checks performed at the time of data entry. Of the mapped DQ checks (n=11,023), 214 (1.94 percent) mapped to more than one of the harmonized DQA terminology categories; multiple mappings occurred between the Atemporal Completeness and Value Conformance categories (Sentinel, PEDSnet, and PHIS DQ checks).
The harmonized DQA terminology coverage of mapped DQ is shown in Figure 1 . Sentinel Data QA SAS tools and information can be found at the website: http://www.mini-sentinel.org/ k The total number of provided DQ checks shown includes only those checks that were mapped to categories within the data verification context. Notes: A total value of one was assigned to each mapped DQ check; DQ checks mapped to two categories were each given a value of 0.5. the fewest DQA categories, but they also provided the fewest number of DQ checks (n=172).
Discussion
Meaningful Use rules require hospitals and practitioners to participate in population-specific clinical data registries, which will most likely be populated using EHR data. Wanting the most representative, robust sample, researchers often leverage many diverse data sets (e.g., procedures, lab results, and medications) collected across multiple EHRs. Since different hospitals utilize different vocabularies and terminologies-e.g.,
Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED) versus Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) codes, International Classification of Diseases (ICD) versus Current Procedural
Terminology (CPT)-data sets must be standardized to a CDM before they can be integrated. In a similar fashion, comparing existing DQA programs and DQA tools from multiple organizations requires a common DQA framework.
The current project examined the distribution of DQ checks across these organizations that were implemented with disparate methodologies using the harmonized DQA terminology. 25 Over 11,000 DQ checks from six participating organizations were received, nearly all of which were successfully mapped to the harmonized DQ terminology categories. These findings provide validation for the harmonized DQA terminology, highlighting its ability to successfully represent a robust sample of DQ checks across highly diverse data networks. Provided DQ checks were mapped to all of the harmonized DQ categories in the data verification context. DQ checks within the data validation context were not considered for mapping due to the low number of provided checks that mapped to this category. These types of checks are much harder to perform than those within the data verification context, and as a result are harder to standardize and compare.
Organization Differences
Three of the organizations (Sentinel, PEDSnet, and PHIS) had similar DQ check coverage distributions. These organizations were focused on meeting the DQ expectations of external stakeholders and had distributed network sites (> 8 sites) with over five million patient records; they had extremely well-documented DQ checks and procedures for evaluating their data. These organizations primarily evaluated Atemporal Plausibility, Atemporal Completeness, and Value Conformance. Sentinel and PEDSnet created open-source tools to help evaluate DQ-related to their analytical focus (i.e., medical product safety and pediatric disease surveillance).
CESR is also a distributed clinical research network like Sentinel, PEDSnet, and OHDSI, but it must meet the DQ expectation of both internal and external stakeholders. Like Sentinel and PEDSnet, CESR has developed its own tools for performing DQA. Unlike these organizations, CESR's DQ checks are not publically documented and are not publically available, but are freely shared upon request; CESR may be subject to internal restrictions regarding how DQA is performed. The bulk of their DQ checks focused on Value Conformance, Relational Conformance, and Atemporal Completeness. This organization also indicated that some of the DQ checks that they perform to assess plausibility do not involve comparisons to other sites within their network. These types of checks were not included in the current project.
MURDOCK is a registry and biorepository, which is managed by internal and external stakeholders. This organization collects data from participants at multiple sites and enrollment events (i.e., health fairs coordinated by MURDOCK study office), but stores the least amount of patient records (<12,000) compared to the other organizations. Although they collect EHR data for some enrolled participants, the registry does not contain all patient records from any of the participating facilities' EHR as the others do. This organization utilizes several different CDMs, depending on the task at hand (i.e., data sharing versus data storage), and its DQ check documentation is not open source. Like OHDSI, the majority of its DQ checks were focused on Atemporal Plausibility. This organization documents only DQ integrity checks; additional DQ checks for completeness were performed through dataprofiling software.
The OHDSI open science collaborative is focused on large-scale analytics for clinical characterization, population-level effect estimation, and patientlevel prediction. Like Sentinel, OHDSI developed its own community-driven CDM (i.e., OMOP) as well as its own suite of tools for assessing DQ, which are well documented and open source. Institutions participating in OHDSI store over 660 million patient records across 50 institutions, and it is one of the youngest organizations to provide DQ checks. OHDSI is the only organization that has distributed DQA coordination (i.e., different individuals are responsible for reviewing the DQ of sites in their network). This is a distinguishing characteristic in that all of the other organizations are in the position to "reject" data prior to use on a routine basis, but as an open collaborative, OHDSI does not play that type of central role, leaving individual investigators and projects to make a "fitness-for-use" determination. Its DQ checks were primarily focused on Atemporal Plausibility. This organization provided the fewest DQ checks, which may be related to the fact that much of the DQA performed by this organization occurs when transforming data into its CDM or as "fitness-for-use" DQ assessments for specific studies.
DQA Maturity Model
Different organizations are likely at different stages of maturity in their DQA activities as indicated by differences in the mapped check distributions and the features of each organization (see Table 1 ). Unfortunately, there was no way to assess this in the absence of a framework. While similar work has been proposed by Baskarada et al., 35 their work focuses on organizational data governance and is broader than the scope of DQA. Thus, the research team applied the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI). 36, 37 Evaluating the legitimacy of the proposed DQA maturity levels was not within the scope of the current project; it is described here as inspiration for future work.
DQA Maturity Model Levels
Level 1: Initial While organizations at this maturity level may recognize the importance of conducting DQA, they currently have no formal DQA plan (i.e., no documented list of DQ checks or remediation procedures for identified DQA issues) in place and do not allocate resources to conducting DQA. The DQA work performed is usually for addressing a specific need for a specific analysis, and the tools that are used for performing DQA will be specific to the preference of an individual user. MURDOCK is classified between this level and level 2 in terms of the maturity of its DQA procedures. While this organization recognizes the importance of DQA and has allocated some resources to conducting DQA-related work, it
has not yet developed a consistent DQA process, lacks standardized tool use, and has no ongoing infrastructure for DQA.
Level 2: Repeatable and Defined
The transition to maturity level 2 requires the establishment of a "disciplined process" and a "standard, consistent process." 37 An organization operating at these combined maturity levels will have created a standard, documented DQA and remediation plan. This plan will have been developed for specific tasks or use-cases frequently performed by the organization. The organization will have dedicated some resources to conducting DQA, including a few staff members who dedicate a significant amount of time to performing DQA. To ensure consistency of the DQA performed, the organization will have mandated the use of specific tools for all staff members engaged in DQA.
OHDSI is classified between level 2 and level 3 in terms of the maturity of its DQA procedures. This organization has developed and documented procedures for conducting DQA, including developing its own CDM and tools. The majority of its DQA work is distributed; the primary responsibility for conducting DQA falls on the collaborating party providing the data, not on a DQA team. Further, while this organization has dedicated significant community-donated resources to developing tools specifically for conducting DQA, improving these processes is dependent on the efforts of interested contributors rather than centralized dedicated resources.
Level 3: Managed and Optimizing
The transition to maturity level 3 requires the establishment of a "predictable process" and a "continuously improving process." 37 An organization operating at these combined maturity levels will have standardized, well-documented DQA and When combined with the results of this project, the maturity levels described above can be leveraged as a powerful tool for improving DQ. They can also be leveraged to foster collaboration. Each level of the maturity model was developed using real tools from organizations currently conducting DQA. It is our hope that the findings from this project will help create collaborations between organizations wanting to improve the quality of their data, regardless of their current maturity level. Specific examples are provided below:
• An organization not currently conducting DQA, but that intended to start, could request resources and elicit specific advice and guidance from a Level 1 or 2 organization like MURDOCK. While MURDOCK has not yet developed a consistent process, it recognizes the importance of DQA and has begun the necessary steps to develop an ongoing infrastructure for DQA.
• A Level 1 organization that wanted to improve its DQ could leverage the framework and quality processes utilized by a Level 2 or 3 organization like OHDSI. OHDSI has a very active community of collaborators and makes all of its DQA documentation openly available on GitHub. Thus, interested organizations could access members of the OHDSI community, with differing levels of expertise and experience, and could gain assistance in adopting and applying its open source tools.
• A Level 2 organization that wanted to improve its DQ could utilize processes and materials from Level 3 organizations like CESR, PHIS, PEDsnet, or Sentinel. These Level 3 organizations have well-established DQA programs with many participating network sites. Comparing an organization's DQ checks and procedures to those used by a Level 3 organization could highlight areas for improvement.
Limitations
The current project relied on the DQ check documentation provided by each of the participating organizations. It is very likely that there are DQ checks, such as data verification checks involving visualizations, that are not necessarily documented and thus were not included in the current analysis. Also not included are DQ checks within the data validation context of the terminology as well as extensive project-specific checks that have been historically performed, such as an example from Sentinel. 38 Finally, other data networks, such as PCORnet, 39 have established new DQ programs that were not included. As PCORnet has adopted many of its DQ checks from Sentinel, the mapped DQ check distributions of these organizations should be fairly similar.
While the organizations were willing to help provide information on their currently utilized DQ checks, they provided a differing number of DQ checks with information at differing levels of detail. For those organizations without detailed documentation (i.e., those providing general lists of DQ checks and programming code), it is difficult to determine how thorough and accurate our interpretations of the provided materials were. Additionally, it is reasonable to assume that organizations share and adapt DQ checks; the uniqueness of these DQ checks was not explored.
The coverage of the harmonized DQA terminology was tested on only the DQ checks provided by organizations willing to participate in the current project. Additionally, the current project was not able to include DQ checks that would fall within the data validation context of the terminology due to the lack of these checks in the available documentation. Assessing the coverage of the terminology utilizing these types of checks is important for fully understanding the comprehensiveness of the terminology. There may be organizations and independent researcher's utilizing DQ checks that are very different from those mapped as part of the current project. Additionally, the current project was able to obtain only DQ checks that were developed to evaluate the quality of EHR and administrative claims data. Obtaining a more diverse set of DQ checks developed for use on alternative types of data may yield different findings. Finally, the current project does not include DQ checks that result from the manual review of DQA reports by an expert. While these types of checks are important, they are often inconsistently performed and lack documentation.
None of the individuals involved with DQA at any of the organizations participated in the DQ check mapping process. Only members of the research team interpreted the function of each organization's DQ checks and performed the mapping. Thus, it is possible for some of the DQ checks to have been misinterpreted. Finally, no formal DQ check mapping validation was performed to verify the approach utilized in the current study. That being said, each of the 11,023 DQ checks were mapped multiple times, and each time a difficult-to-map DQ check was encountered, a research team member was consulted until a consensus was reached.
Future Work
Future work should focus on expanding this validation to alternative types of data (e.g., "-omic" and self-reported data) as well as to include checks within both the data verification and data validation contexts of the terminology. To help make the mapping process more efficient, a formal categorization schema and set of mapping conventions (beyond what was developed in the current project) should be created and verified. There was large variation in the distribution of mapped DQ checks across organizations; identifying a set of DQ checks that best represent each of the harmonized DQA categories is a crucial next step. Finally, future work should examine the utility of the hypothesized DQ Maturity Model for encouraging DQA practice.
Conclusion
The current project mapped DQ checks from six different organizations currently involved in DQA work to the harmonized DQA terminology. Results provide initial support for the use of this harmonized DQA terminology, with evidence from over 11,000 mapped DQ checks. Organizations can use this terminology to understand the scope and breadth of existing DQ work, to understand how DQ resources are utilized, and to see which DQ features are being examined or overlooked.
